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This work considers separated flow past ground vehicles. It consists in analyzing the effect of canceling

the separation on the rear slant of an Ahmed body (inclined at 251) on the different structures

developing in the wake. In order to better understand the flow features when canceling separation by

means of flow control for drag reduction, two model configurations were used: one with a sharp edge at

the connection between the roof and the rear slant and the second one with a rounded edge preventing

the rear slant separation. The different wake features were analyzed experimentally and compared for

both configurations. Using PIV measurements, this study focuses especially on the longitudinal vortices

developing at each side of the Ahmed body. The comparison between the two configurations showed a

drag discrepancy of 10% while the lift level remains unchanged. The absence of the separation bubble

on the rear window mainly affects the near rear wake that strongly contributes to the weaker drag

level. Moreover, results showed that the absence of this separation does not impact on the mean

locations of the lateral longitudinal vortices but more specifically on their vortical center intensity.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

It is commonly accepted that flow control techniques can
contribute to reducing aerodynamic drag in automotive applica-
tions, particularly in the case of interurban travel (Gilliéron and
Kourta, 2008). However, flow control is not yet integrated in
ground vehicles since this requires a higher maturity of the
different technologies and a better knowledge of the physical
mechanisms responsible for control efficiency. Working on both
aspects will lead to an optimization of the control concepts.
Despite recent experimental and numerical work on this subject
(Lienhart and Becker, 2003; Krajnovic and Davidson, 2005; Serre
et al., in press, Vino et al., 2005), it is still necessary to update
knowledge on ground vehicle aerodynamics by means of steady
and unsteady information on the drag sources such as 3D
separation zones and vortical structures encountered on 3D bluff
bodies. Since a real ground vehicle has a very complex shape, a
compromise has been found through the design of the Ahmed
body (Ahmed et al., 1984). This generic shape is considered to
have a similar near-wake to that of a real ground vehicle since it
generates the same flow structures. Depending on the chosen
slant angle of the rear window, the combination of three features
constitute this complex flow: two longitudinal vortical structures,
ll rights reserved.
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a 3D separation bubble on the rear window and a 3D wake
located at the rear base. The particular case of a 251 slant angle is
one of the most complex configurations in modeling flow at the
rear of common fastback vehicles since it possesses simulta-
neously the three features described above. In this configuration
each feature contributes to the drag balance: 12% for the long-
itudinal vortical structures, 34% for the 3D separation bubble, and
44% for the 3D wake behind the rear base (and 10% for others
such as viscous drag, forebody contribution) (Leclerc, 2008).
Moreover, it is expected that reducing or suppressing one of
these structures may modify the others, and that the drag under
flow control may not be a straight substraction of the drag
contribution of the suppressed structure. Consequently, the prop-
erties of the flow under control also need to be studied. In this
context, the present study focuses on the effects of suppressing
the rear window 3D separation on the other structures composing
the Ahmed body near-wake for a 251 rear slant configuration.
To obviate the impact of the actuation properties and their
specific action mechanisms, the suppression of the separation
bubble is obtained by increasing the local radius of curvature of
the edge between the roof and the rear window. The near-wake
properties are then compared for two distinct models, the first
one having a sharp edge between the roof and the rear window,
and the second one having a rounded edge. Aerodynamic loads,
wall pressure distributions, friction line visualizations and PIV
velocity fields are performed to determine the discrepancies
between the two configurations. Particular attention is paid to
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the influence of the separation bubble suppression on the steady
and unsteady behavior of the longitudinal vortical structures.
2. Experimental set-up

Two Ahmed body models with a slant angle of 251 between
the roof and the rear window were built at a geometric scale of
1:1 (Fig. 1). One model has a sharp edge between the roof and the
slanted surface, whereas the second model has a rounded edge,
with an 80 mm radius of curvature (Fig. 2). This radius of
curvature is a 1/5 scale of the radius that is commonly found on
real scale fastback ground vehicles (400 mm). Moreover, it
ensures a fully attached flow on the rear window, as detailed in
the results section. Fig. 2 presents the reference frame for the two
model configurations. The X¼0 reference for the rounded edge is
located at the intersection of the rear window plane and the
roof plane.

The experiments were run in the ‘‘Lucien Malavard’’ wind
tunnel of the PRISME Laboratory, University of Orléans. The test
section is 2 m high, 2 m wide and 5 m long. The maximum
freestream velocity in the test-section is 60 m/s, the freestream
turbulence intensity is below 0.3% and the mean flow homoge-
neity is 0.5% along a transverse distance of 1200 mm. The model
is fixed on a 6-axis aerodynamic balance by means of four
cylindrical feet (30 mm in diameter) attached to a horizontal
metal frame connected to the balance with a 30 mm diameter
mast. As an insert, this frame is part of a 2 m wide and 3 m long
Fig. 1. Ahmed body model with a slant angle of 251 at a geometric scale of 1:1.

Fig. 2. Sharp- and rounded-edge configurations between the roof and the rear

window.
flat plate located 480 mm above the floor of the wind tunnel;
however, the frame is only connected to the balance and not to
the flat plate, so as not to transmit any forces to the plate. The use
of the flat plate enables the development of a new, thin, boundary
layer upstream and underneath the model. The flat plate has an
elliptical leading edge and a controllable trailing edge flap which
allows the suppression of any pressure gradient in the test
section. For a freestream velocity of 30 m/s, the boundary layer
thickness on the flat plate just upstream of the model is 20 mm,
whereas the ground clearance of the model is 50 mm and the
boundary layer at the edge between the roof and the slanted
surface is turbulent and is 17 mm thick.

Friction line visualizations on the slanted edge and on the rear
base were performed using a viscous coating made of oleic acid,
dodecane, silicon oil and titanium dioxide (Anne-Archard et al.,
2006). The wall was coated with the mixture using a brush; the
model was then exposed to a constant wind until the friction lines
became visible (a few minutes).

Static pressure measurements were performed simultaneously
at 48 locations distributed all over the rear window with a PSI
8400 multi-scan system. Two ESP-scanners with 32 and 16
channels were used; their full ranges are 1 and 0.3 psid, respec-
tively. The measurement accuracy given by the manufacturer is
0.1% of the full scale range. The scanners were calibrated from 0 to
0.3 psid before each measurement. Plastic tubing 150 mm long
with an inner diameter of 1 mm, connects each pressure trans-
ducer to the static pressure tap, giving a natural gain of 1.05 at
100 Hz (based on linear acoustic theory, Bergh and Tijdeman,
1965). The samples were taken over a period of 180 s with a
sampling frequency of 400 Hz. The reference pressure is the static
pressure P0 measured by the Pitot tube located right above the
model, 300 mm from the wind tunnel roof, in the freestream flow.
The dynamic pressure Pstagnation�P0 ¼ 1=2rU2

0 measured by the
Pitot tube was acquired through a differential pressure transducer
DRUCK 0-5000 Pa and through one channel of one ESP-scanner.
The wall pressure coefficient is the ratio between the differential
pressure measured at the wall Pw�P0 and the dynamic pressure
measured by the Pitot tube:

Cp ¼
Pw�P0

1=2rU2
0

ð1Þ

Aerodynamic loads were measured with a 6-axis balance
located below the test section. The precision of the balance is
estimated to be 0.16 N and 0.48 N for the drag and lift compo-
nents, respectively. The sampling frequency was fixed at 100 Hz,
and 6000 samples were acquired for each configuration.

Two-component PIV measurements were performed in the
vertical plane of symmetry of the body (XZ sheets at Y¼0), on the
rear window and in the near wake. An Nd :Yag laser (QUANTEL
ultra 200) generating two pulses of 200 mJ each at a wavelength
of 532 nm was located above the test section. A streamwise slit in
the test-section roof enables the vertical laser light sheet to reach
the model. The optical set-up was chosen to generate a sheet as
thin as possible (about 1 mm) in the proximity of the model.
Images were captured with a CCD TSI Power View Plus camera
(2048�2048 pixels) located outside the test section, on one side
of the wind tunnel. The complete tunnel circuit was seeded
with micro-sized droplets of olive oil generated by a PIVTEC
seeding system. The laser and the camera were synchronized by a
TSI synchronizer and image processing was performed using
Insight3G software by TSI. The PIV image dimensions were
270 mm�270 mm and interrogation windows of 32�32 pixels
were used with an overlap of 50% to obtain the velocity
field (space resolution dx¼ 2:1 mm). One hundred pairs of inde-
pendent images were captured for each tested configuration with
a sampling frequency of 5 Hz. This leads to an RMS error of the
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Fig. 4. Lift coefficient versus Reynolds number based on the Ahmed body length
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time averaged velocity of 7.8% with a 95% confidence interval
(Benedict and Gould, 1996) in the worst case (highest turbulence
intensity 40%).

To measure the velocity field through the longitudinal vortical
structures (YZ sheets from X¼0 to X¼290 mm every dX ¼ 10 mm),
the laser light sheet is normal to the freestream direction and the
light source is located outside the test section, on one side of the
wind tunnel. The camera is located inside the wind tunnel and is
fixed on a streamlined mast at a downstream distance of 1200 mm
from the model, which corresponds to 17 times the camera
dimensions. The PIV image dimensions were 230 mm�230 mm
and interrogation windows of 16�16 pixels were used with an
overlap of 50% to obtain the velocity field (space resolution
dx¼ 0:90 mm). One hundred pairs of independent images were
captured for each tested configuration with a sampling frequency
of 5 Hz.

For one specific location (X¼100 mm), the space resolution
and the statistical convergence were improved by reducing the
images to 52 mm�52 mm (space resolution dx¼ 0:20 mm) and
acquiring 1000 pairs of independent images (the RMS error of the
time-averaged velocity for a 95% confidence interval is reduced to
2.5% for the worst case).
for the sharp- and rounded-edge configurations.
3. Results and discussion

The primary objective is to identify the main differences in
mean flow characteristics due to the rounding of the edge
between the roof and the rear window of an Ahmed body with
a slant angle of 251. Figs. 3 and 4 show the drag Cd and lift Cl

coefficients, respectively, versus the Reynolds number based on
the Ahmed body length ReL for the sharp- and rounded-edge
configurations. Fig. 3 shows that for both configurations, the drag
coefficient decreases as the Reynolds number increases but tends
to an asymptotic value of Cd¼0.38 and Cd¼0.34 for the sharp- and
rounded-edge configurations, respectively. This illustrates that,
for the sharp-edge configuration, the flow does not fully reach the
Reynolds number independence for the Reynolds number range
tested. The drag coefficient for the sharp-edge configuration is
overestimated by 30% compared to literature values (Ahmed
et al., 1984). The same observation was reported in the study by
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Fig. 3. Drag coefficient versus Reynolds number based on the Ahmed body length

for the sharp- and rounded-edge configurations.
Conan et al. (2011) and could be due to a high sensitivity on the
separation due to the sharpness of the roof/rear window edge
connection. However, the drag coefficient is 10% smaller for the
rounded-edge case than for the sharp-edge one, showing the
effect of the separation on the drag for identical operating
conditions. Moreover this reduction of 10% has also been
observed by suppressing the separation on the rear window using
a flow control device (Aubrun et al., 2011). Despite this difference
in the drag coefficient, the lift coefficient Cl is not really modified
(Fig. 4), since for ReL41� 106 the maximum of lift difference is
1.5% between the two configurations. This result will be further
discussed in the next section.

3.1. Flow topology on the rear part of the Ahmed body

To explain discrepancies between the two configurations, the
modifications in the flow topology on the rear window due to the
rounding of the edge were studied with the help of friction line
visualizations, static pressure coefficient distributions and PIV
velocity fields (Figs. 5–7).

Friction line visualizations on the rear window are shown in
Fig. 5 for both configurations and are superimposed with static
pressure coefficient distributions. In the sharp-edge configuration,
a mostly attached flow is maintained as observed by Lienhart and
Becker (2003). The separation line is superimposed with the sharp
edge and the reattachment line AB is elliptic-shaped and delimits
a 3D closed separation bubble. On the middle plane the separa-
tion is maximum and the mean reattachment is located at
X=l¼ 0:73. In the rounded-edge configuration in contrast, no
separation is visible on the rear window: the friction lines on
the central part of the window are aligned with the streamwise
direction. These results are confirmed with the streamline pat-
terns of the velocity field in the plane of symmetry (Fig. 7).
The closed separation is clearly identified on the rear window for
the sharp edge configuration while the flow is fully attached for
the rounded edge case.

The comparison between the two flow configurations in Fig. 5
shows the influence of the separation bubble on the wall pressure
distribution over the rear window. As observed by Lienhart and
Becker (2003), the footprint of the separation bubble on the
pressure distribution is clearly visible for the sharp edge config-
uration since isocontours of the static pressure coefficient are



Fig. 5. Wall pressure coefficient distributions combined with surface flow visualiza-

tions on the rear window for the sharp-edge (top) and the rounded-edge (bottom)

configurations. Black circles show the pressure tap locations, ReL ¼ 2:2� 106.
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Fig. 6. Wall pressure coefficient distributions along the rear window for the

sharp- and rounded-edge configurations, ReL ¼ 2:2� 106.

Fig. 7. Mean velocity magnitude fields in the vertical middle plane on the rear

window and at the rear base of the Ahmed body for the sharp-edge (top) and the

rounded-edge (bottom) configurations, ReL ¼ 2:2� 106.
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correlated with the elliptic shape of the separation bubble. Fig. 6
presents the static pressure coefficient profile along the middle
line of the rear window for both flow configurations. It can be
clearly seen that a large part of the central region of the rear
window is subjected to lower static pressure when the separation
bubble exists (sharp-edge config.). For the rounded-edge config-
uration, the absence of a separation close to the roof/slant
connection leads to a higher curvature of the streamlines
(see Fig. 7), so that the flow is locally accelerated and the static
pressure is lower for X=lo0:15. Obviously, since the flow is fully
attached in this configuration, the static pressure increases for
X=l40:15 and becomes higher than it is when the flow separates.

Fig. 5 also shows the signature of the longitudinal vortical
structures, which are generated by the convergence and rolling up
of the flow coming from the roof and from the sides of the body
(Gilliéron et al., 2010), through the appearance of the attachment
line AD and the separation line AC. They are accompanied by
secondary and tertiary vortical structures (the latter are not
visible on the present visualizations but were observed by
Krajnovic and Davidson, 2005, for a lower Reynolds number of
ReL ¼ 0:7� 106) confined between the separation line AC and the
side edge. These longitudinal vortical structures lead to a low
pressure within their cores, which generate an under-pressure
signature on the rear window (Fig. 5). Since the core location
moves farther from the rear window with the streamwise distance,



Fig. 8. Mean vertical (top) and transverse (bottom) coordinates of the center of

the longitudinal vortical structure for the sharp- and the rounded-edge config-

urations, ReL ¼ 2:2� 106.
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the under-pressure is expected to decrease with this distance. The
friction lines, as well as the wall pressure, in the vicinity of these
vortical structures do not seem to be modified by the presence of
the separation bubble.

Finally, the mean velocity magnitude fields in the symmetry
plane (Fig. 7) show that the main difference between the two
configurations is located at the rear base, since the topology of the
toric vortices is more symmetrical for the rounded-edge case and
their vortical centers, which are characterized by a low pressure
core, are farther from the rear base. Similar results were observed
in cases of separation suppression using flow control (Aubrun
et al., 2011) and could be attributed to the substantial modifica-
tion of the shear layer thickness coming from the rear window.
The modification of the near rear wake without separation on the
rear window is indirectly responsible for the drag difference
observed in Fig. 3. Indeed, it is clearly observed that the suppres-
sion of the separation bubble does not affect enough the wall
pressure distribution on the rear window to impact on the
generated lift (see Fig. 4). Since the rear base cannot contribute
to the lift, this result indicates that the contribution of the rear
window to the aerodynamic loads is globally unchanged and that
the reason for the drag reduction should be attributed to the near
rear wake modification. In addition, the fact that the low static
pressure core of the toric vortices is farther from the rear base,
when the flow is fully attached on the rear window, leads to a
higher static pressure on the surface (Leclerc, 2008) so that the
pressure drag contribution of the rear base is reduced. This was
more particularly emphasized by Aubrun et al. (2011) using flow
control.

3.2. Longitudinal vortical structures

In order to study the influence of the presence of the recircula-
tion bubble on the longitudinal vortical structures, the space
coordinates of their mean and instantaneous centers were tracked
by using the maximum of the Q-criterion (Hunt et al., 1988). For
both test cases, velocity fields obtained by PIV on YZ planes were
used to compute Qmean, the dimensionless 2D Q-criterion deduced
from the mean velocity fields, and the instantaneous dimensionless
2D Q-criteria Qinst deduced from the instantaneous velocity fields:

QmeanðX,Y ,ZÞ ¼ �
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With S the model cross area and U,V and W the three velocity
components:

UðX,Y ,Z,tÞ ¼U ðX,Y ,ZÞþu0ðX,Y ,Z,tÞ ð4Þ

VðX,Y ,Z,tÞ ¼ V ðX,Y ,ZÞþv0ðX,Y ,Z,tÞ ð5Þ

WðX,Y ,Z,tÞ ¼W ðX,Y ,ZÞþw0ðX,Y ,Z,tÞ ð6Þ

Fig. 8 shows the coordinates of the Qmean maximum along the
rear window and the rear part of the body for both configurations.
Since the Q-criterion is maximum at the center of a vortical
structure (Scanaro, 2008), Fig. 8 is expected to show the coordinates
of the longitudinal vortex mean center. The structure axis is straight
on the rear window with an angle from the slanted surface of
a¼ 6:21 for the sharp-edge case and a¼ 61 for the rounded-edge
one (with an uncertainty due to PIV space resolution of 0.31).
The vortical structure axis is deviated at the end of the rear window
(X=l¼ 1) by an angle y¼ 14:71 for the sharp-edge case and y¼ 13:31
for the rounded-edge one. The vortical structure axis also presents
an angle from the vertical side of the body b¼ 6:21 for the sharp-
edge case and b¼ 6:61 for the rounded-edge one. These values are in
agreement with previous work on similar configurations by
Lehugeur (2007) and Roumeas et al. (2008). The comparison
between the two configurations shows that the presence of the
closed separation bubble on the rear window does not impact the
mean location of the longitudinal vortical structures, which develop
on both sides of the rear window.

Fig. 9 shows the streamwise vorticity with a log-scale distribu-
tion deduced from the mean velocity fields through the long-
itudinal vortices at a distance X=l¼ 0:5 for both configurations.
At this position, the discrepancy of static pressure on the rear
window between the two configurations is relevant (see
Figs. 5 and 6). The locations of each instantaneous Qinst maximum
are shown on the graph with black dots and the location of Qmean

maximum is shown by a black circle. The vorticity distribution is
used here as it provides a better visualization of the rolling motion
of the structure than the Q-criterion which is most representative
at the vortical center. No major difference is visible on the global
vorticity distribution between the two cases, even if the vortical
structure for the rounded-edge configuration is located slightly
closer to the wall and fluctuates a little more around its mean
position. The location of the Qmean maximum, indicating the mean
vortical center, presents a discrepancy of 2 mm between the two
configurations. The distribution of the instantaneous vortical
center locations presents a scatter of 1–1.5 mm from the mean
location for the sharp-edge and the rounded-edge configurations,
respectively. These results demonstrate that the longitudinal
vortical structure is spatially very stable in both cases.



Fig. 9. Mean streamwise vorticity distribution at a distance X=l¼ 0:5 on the rear window for the sharp-edge (left) and the rounded-edge (right) configurations,

ReL ¼ 2:2� 106.

Fig. 10. Mean pressure coefficient distributions on the rear window for the sharp-

edge (left) and the rounded-edge (right) configurations. Black circles show the

pressure tap locations. White triangles and white circles show the longitudinal

vortices positions for the sharp edge and the rounded edge configurations,

respectively, ReL ¼ 2:2� 106.

Fig. 11. RMS pressure coefficient distributions on the rear window for the sharp-

edge (left) and the rounded-edge (right) configurations. Black circles show the

pressure tap locations. White triangles and white circles show the longitudinal

vortices positions for the sharp edge and the rounded edge configurations,

respectively, ReL ¼ 2:2� 106.
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On the other hand, the Qmean maxima are very different since
Qmax

mean ¼ 71;000 and 25,000 for the sharp-edge and the rounded-
edge configurations, respectively. Computing the ensemble aver-
age and the standard deviation of the instantaneous Q-criterion
maxima Qinst

max for both configurations gives the same conclusion :
/Qmax

inst S¼ 198;000 for the sharp-edge case and 107,000 for the
rounded-edge one. The associated standard deviations are
sðQmax

inst Þ ¼ 116;000 and 47,000 and the Qinst
max fluctuation intensities

are then 59% and 44%, respectively. This indicates that the larger
fluctuations of the instantaneous positions of the longitudinal
vortices in the rounded edge case do not contribute to their
weaker vorticity. Moreover, it shows that the vortical structure
intensity is higher but fluctuates less spatially for the sharp-edge
configuration. One explanation of this feature can be found by
studying the mean and fluctuating wall-pressure distributions on
the overall rear window (Figs. 10 and 11). The pressure distribu-
tion is globally lower on the rear window with the presence of the
separation bubble (sharp-edge case). Consequently, the suction
effect on the rear window, which is responsible for the vortical
structure formation, is higher, leading to stronger vortical struc-
tures. On the other hand, the presence of the separation induces
higher pressure fluctuations on the rear window, leading to
higher fluctuations in the vortex strength (defined as either
vorticity or Q-criterion). To conclude, the flow and pressure
disturbances generated by the 3D separation bubble on the rear
window are not strong enough to significantly modify the long-
itudinal vortical structure location but are strong enough to
modify its intensity.
4. Conclusion

An experimental characterization of the flow in the near-wake
of the Ahmed reference model with a slant angle of 251 has been
carried out. In order to analyze the effect of the suppression of the
separation on the rear slant, two distinct models have been used,
the first one having a sharp edge at the roof/rear slant connection
and the second one having a rounded edge which prevents flow
separation on the rear slant. Aerodynamic loads, wall pressure
distribution, friction line visualizations and PIV velocity fields
have been performed to compare the two flow configurations.

The results show that the drag level is 10% smaller without
flow separation on the rear window while the lift component of
aerodynamic loads is unchanged. This difference is explained by
certain modifications in the flow topology. Without flow separa-
tion, the central part of the rear window shows a higher level
of static pressure which neither significantly impacts on the rear
window pressure drag contribution nor on the global lift.
Nevertheless, due to a complex interaction between the rear
window and the rear wake flow, the vortical center of the wake
toric vortices, associated with a low pressure core, are located
farther from the rear base which mainly contributes to the
weaker drag level.

Wall pressure distributions as well as skin friction line visua-
lizations did not exhibit any major differences in the vicinity of
the longitudinal vortical structures. These structures were then
more precisely analyzed using PIV velocity fields in a cross
section. Results show that the absence of the flow separation on
the rear window does not impact the mean location of the
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longitudinal vortices; nor were any major differences observed on
the global vorticity distribution except that the vortical center
intensity is lower. This observation has been confirmed by
analyzing instantaneous vorticity distributions which showed
moreover that vorticity fluctuations (or Q-criterion) are lower
without separation. One explanation for this result is that the
pressure distribution is globally higher on the rear window
without separation and thus the suction effect responsible for
the longitudinal vortical structures formation is weaker. Further-
more, flow separation induces high pressure fluctuations on the
rear window which can explain higher fluctuations in the vortex
strength. In both cases, the instantaneous locations of the vortical
center are concentrated around their mean location, proving that
the longitudinal vortical structures are spatially very stable.

This study thus provides a comparison between separated and
non-separated configurations for an Ahmed reference model with
a 251 slanted rear window. It thereby constitutes a reference
database which can be used with a view to the rear window
separation control associated with the development of control
devices.
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